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Abstract 
A plane elasticity problem leads us to a biharmonic equation with the boundary condition, consisting of first order 
partial derivatives. We apply the boundary integral equation formulas by Y. Jeon (1996) for the problem. Derivation of 
the formulas and the concerned analysis and numerical examples are presented. The formulas are especially efficient in 
evaluating the stress tensor on the boundary as well as inside the domain. It is the stress tensor components that are 
physically important quantities for the problem. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Consider the biharmonic boundary value problem: 
A2u --- 0 in 12, 
0u 
=f,, (1.1) 
Ou 
t3-~ = f .  onF ,  
where the vector t is the unit tangential vector, n the outward unit normal vector and f2 is a simply 
connected omain with a smooth boundary F. 
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The problem arises when we consider a plane elasticity problem of an isotropic material: the plate 
is located on the plane, and no horizontal deformation to the plate occurs. In this case u represents 
the Airy stress function, which has no physical meaning. We are interested in the evaluation of 
stress that is related to Au; i.e., 
z~:v = uxx, rxy = - u~., r.~x = u.~,, (1.2) 
[11, 13]. The problem also has an application in fluid dynamics of Stokes flow. In this case u 
represents a potential, and the boundary condition represents the velocity profile. 
Jeon [8] has proposed already formulas for the Dirichlet boundary condition for the biharmonic 
equation; that is, u and 8u/~n are given on the boundary. In this paper we modify the method to 
accommodate he boundary condition in (1.1). 
Effective boundary element methods based on Rayleigh-Green formula and those based on other 
formula such as Almansi representation have been proposed and investigated already by many au- 
thors [2-7]. All the methods mentioned above yield a 2 x 2 matrix system of integral equations 
because of the two boundary conditions prescribed. Being a 2 x 2 matrix system may cause some 
difficulties for theoretical and numerical analysis, especially when the domain has comers. The meth- 
ods here lead us to scalar integral equations, and it can be advantageous for analytical, numerical 
analysis, especially, for domains with comers. The methods also have a drawback; the kernels con- 
tain boundary integrals of singular functions, and it can take some cost to implement he methods 
numerically. Efficient evaluation of kernels is necessary for higher order numerical methods and it 
can be a subject of further research. Analysis of the methods in presence of comers will be treated 
in a forthcoming paper. 
In Section 2 we will review the methods by Jeon [8] and state ellipticity and unique solvability 
results in suitable Sobolev spaces for the corresponding formula. In Section 3 we consider a mod- 
ification to accommodate he given boundary condition (1.1), using the complex conjugate function 
argument. Section 4 is devoted to numerical experiments. We apply a Galerkin method with the delta 
functions as test and trial functions as in [3]. We observe that the numerical results accord well 
with the theory. In Section 5 we remark on how the singular integrals in the kernels are evaluated 
for our numerical experiments. 
2. Review of the methods by Jeon 
Introduce an intermediate function v = Au as a source for u. Green's identity yields 
u(x)=~ g(x- y)v(y)dy- f g(x- y)~n(Y)dSy 
+  (x-y)u(y)dSv, x a. 
Moreover, on the boundary we will have 
~u 
½u(x) = j f  g(x- y)v(y)dy- fr g(x- y)~n(y)  dSy 
+ fr Og ~_ (x- y)u(y)dSy, xEr. cn~ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Here g is the fundamental solution for the harmonic equation, where 
1 g(x) := ~ log Ixl (2.3) 
and ]x] is the Euclidean distance of a vector x. 
Since Av = A2u = 0, v is a harmonic function in (2. Then v can be represented uniquely as a single 
layer potential, 
f 
1)( x ) := ~q~(x) := - Jr O(y)g(x - y) dSy, x E ~2 
when Cap(F)¢ 1, and it can also be represented as a double layer potential, 
Rewriting (2.2), we have 
L g(x- y)v(y)dy=t~(x), xEF, 
where 
~(x) := ½u(x) + f~ g(x - 
Ou 
Substituting v in (2.6) with the single layer potential representation for v, we have 
.f g(x- y)v(Y)= ~ g(x- Y){ frg(Y- Z)dP(z)dSz}dY 
= frO(z) { L g(x- y)g(Y- z)dy} dS~ 
= fr dp(z)H(x,z) dSz, 
where 
H(x,z) := L g(x - Y)g(Y - z) dy. 
Using the double layer potential representation (2.5) for v, we will have 
L g(x - y)v(Y)= L g(x - y) { fr 09(y-z) ~-tg t~(z ) dSz } dy 
= f O(z) { ~--~zz L g(x - Y)g(Y - z)dy} dS: 
= fr O(z)H(x,z)dSz, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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where 
H(x ,z ) :=~ g(x -  y )g (y -z )dy .  (2.10) 
Now, let us introduce the integral operators induced by the kernels H and H. Then the equation (2.6) 
is reduced to the integral equations, 
or 
Jg~b (x) := fr  H(x, Y)O(Y) dSv = #(x) (2.11 ) 
W~(x)  := fr H(x, y)~(y) dSy = #(x). (2.12) 
Let us introduce a 2-D fundamental solution of the biharmonic equation. 
G(x) := ~( Ix l  2 log Ixl - Ixl2). (2.13) 
It is worth noting that AH(x,z)= g(x -z )  and A2H(x,z)= 6(x-z).  Therefore, H is a perturbation 
of the biharmonic fundamental solution G by a harmonic function in £2 since A(H - G)= 0 in £2. 
It is also easily noticed that AH(x,z) = Og(x - y)/Onz and H is a perturbation of OG(x - z)/On,. 
In the next two theorems we will state some important results in [8]. 
Theorem 2.1. The kernels H(x,z ) and H(x,z ) have the following boundary integral representations, 
respectively: 
and 
r OG fr Og H(x,z) = ½G(x - z) + --(x~n~ - Y)g(Y - z)dSv-. G(x - y)~yny(Y - z) dSy, 
_ 10G 
H(x,z)= -~nTn (X - z )+ ~ny(X - y) (y - z) dSy 
~32g V - f rG(X-  y )~(~-z )dSy ,  zEF. 
zEF, (2.14) 
(2.15) 
Proof. Since AG(x - y)= g(x - y) and Ag(x - y)= 6(x - y), Gauss-Green theorem yields 
L g (x -  y )g (y -  z )dy=G(x-  z )+/ r  OG ff~nv(X - y)g(y - z)dSy 
frG( x ~g - - y) ny(y -z )dSy,  zEg2. 
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For z E F, by the jump in the double layer potential on the boundary we have 
fog(x -  y )g (y -z )dy= ½G(x-z)+ fr 
OG 
~nv(x - y)g(y - z) dS,, 
We will have the other case by the same argument as the above. [] 
Remark 1. Applying Gauss-Green theorem in an alternative way in the proof of the above theorem, 
we will get 
f ~G 
H(x ,z )  = l C(x - z)  + Jr g(~ - Y)-~.~(Y - z)  dSy 
- fr 6g ~__ (x - y )G(y  - z )dSv ,  z~r ,  (2.16) cnv 
and 
- -  1 OG t O2G 
H(x,z)-- ~n  (X - z)+ Jr g(x - yl~y~n (y - z)dSy 
f rog 6G ~ny(X- y)-~n (y -  z)dSy, zEF. (2.17) 
Let us introduce the usual inner product (., ")[0,11 on the 1-periodic function space. Then we can 
derive Sobolev spaces H p of 1-periodic functions with the norm ]]. ]]p; fEH p means  by 
CX3 
[]f[12p := Z max{1,]k[2P}[f(k)[ 2 <°°,  
k=-oo  
where 
f(t)= ~ f(k)e 2~k'. 
k- - - -oo  
Suppose a : [0, 1] ~ F is a smooth parametrization such that ]a'(t)l ¢ 0. As in [10], we can induce 
an inner product: 
(f, g)r := ( f  o ~, g o a)[0, ], 
and Sobolev norms and Sobolev spaces such that 
feHP(Y) iff IlfllAr):= Ilfoc~llp<e~. 
Note that HP(F), p>O, is the space of the trace of HP+l/2((2); that is, HP(F)= {ulr: u~HP+~/2(O)}. 
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v 
Fig. 1. Branch cuts. 
Theorem 2.2. I f  F is the smooth boundary of a domain fL and Cap(F) ¢ 1, then 
:H'-3/2(F) --+ Hs+3/2(F), 
: H =- 1 (F) --~ H ~+1 (F) 
are strongly elliptic (in the sense of Gdrding inequality in L2) ,  invertible operators for s>~O. 
Proof. The proofs of the theorem need a lengthy discussion. The details are found in [8]. For 
s=0,  the proofs basically rely on the Fourier representation of the integral operators in (2.4) 
and (2.5), and the observation that (~b,  ~)r = (~'~b, d~b)Q and (~b,  ~)r = (~b,  dq))~. Here, 
( f ,g ) r  := f~ ]~'(t)[f(~(t))g(~(t))dt and (., ")9 is the usual inner product on the domain ~2. 
To prove that the operator, ~f~ : HS-3/2(F) --+ H=+3/2(F) for s > 0 is bijective, we only need to prove 
surjectiveness ince injectiveness comes directly from the result for s = 0. Now, for w EHS+3/2(F), 
there is a uEH-3/2(F) such that w = ~u from the result for s = 0. We prove that uEHS-3/2(F), in- 
deed. We consider the case s>3/2,  firstly to use the trace theorem. Note that ,k~uEHS+2(Q). By the 
well known jump relation, u= -(Ov-/#n - Ov+/On)lr, where v- = A~u and v + is an exterior harmonic 
3 Using the interpolation function with v- = v + on F. Then, by the trace theorem, uEHS-3/2(F) i fs  > 5. 
theorem (Theorem 8.12, [10]), we can extend the result to 0<s~< 3. This completes the first part. 
Now, for the operator ~'  and ~ in (2.4) and (2.5), we have 
~¢(p(x)= (~I  + ~)  ~b(x), x C F 
if ~¢~b = ~b on ~2. For those q) and ~b, we have -JUt~q) = ~b on F. Since d "H=(F) ~ H=+I(F) 
and (½I +~)  • H=+1(F) ~ H=+I(F) are isomorphisms for any s E ~, we have the following relation 
between g/g and J4 °. 
Now, we have the second part, straightforwardly. []
Let us consider the conjugate ~*  of ~ ,  where 
~* 4~(x) = f ~H(X,~x z) o(z)dS~" 
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Then 
2 +~* ' 
since ~ and d are symmetric. Moreover, (½I + N*) : H '+I (F)  --+ Hs+I(F) is also an isomorphism. 
Therefore, we have the following corollary immediately. 
Corollary 0.1. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 2.2, 
~-* : H ' - I (F )  ~ H'+1(F) 
is strongly elliptic (in the sense of  Gdrding inequality in L2), invertible operators for s >>-O. 
3. A modification 
In this section, we will consider modification of the right-hand side /~ in Eqs. (2.6), (2.11) and 
(2.12) to accommodate he boundary condition in (1.1). 
Consider xE ~2 as a complex number, that is x := (xl,x2):=x~ + ix2. Let us introduce a complex 
function log(x) for a complex variable x with a branch cut; i.e., 
log(x) = loglx [ + i arg.(x), x = xl ÷ ix2, 
where a ~< argo(x )<2n+ a for some constant a E E. Let h~(x):= (1 /2n)arg , ( -x ) .  Then h~ is a com- 
plex conjugate of g, and we easily see that, by the Cauchy-Riemann condition, 
ag(x) 
Ot~ Onx 
(3.1) 
except on the branch cut. 
For the evaluation of fr(~h~/Oty)(x- y)dSy, we need some care in choosing a branch cut. When 
x E f2, choose a point z E F so that the ray emanating from x toward z does not hit on boundary 
except at z. Let o-= arg(z -x ) .  Then h~(x-y )  is contained in the interval [o-/2n, 1 + o-/2n) for yEF .  
When x E F, consider a directional vector v so that the ray from x in the direction v does not hit on 
boundary except at x. Now, let z=x and a =arg(v). Then h~ is also contained in [a/2n, 1 + a/2n). 
Therefore, we can see that 
jfr 
{½, x r, 
- y )  = 
. cry. 1, xEQ.  
Here f~ represents that the integration is performed from z to z along F. 
Remark 2. For almost all practical domain ~2, the boundary F will have the above described ray 
for each x E f2 U F. Moreover, if the boundary is convex, we can choose arbitrary z E F for x E ~, 
and for x EF we can choose any direction vector v such that n. v ~>0. With a different choice of 
rays, we will have a constant difference in h,, and # in (3.2) is invariant since fr ut(y)d&, = O. 
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Then (3.1) and the integration by parts yield 
~u c~g 
IJ(X)= lU(X)-Jr ~F g(x-- y)~(y)dgy- ~F E (X -- y)bl(y)dSy, x~F 
~u Oh~ 
= L 
fr g(X Ou ~u = -y )~n(Y)dSy+frh~(x -y ) -~(y)d  &, xEF.  (3.2) 
Now for the evaluation of # we only need to know Ou/3n and Ou/Ot instead of u and Ou/3n. 
According to the theory of elasticity, instead of the boundary condition (1.1), we are usually 
given the boundary condition: ~u/Ox~ and Ou/&2, that is equivalent to the boundary condition (1.1). 
Moreover, OU/&l and Ou/&2 are derived by integrating the physically meaningful quantity, the 
tractions, along the boundary F. Therefore, the boundary condition, ~u/Oxl and ~U/&z, may contain 
undetermined constants, but these undetermined constants will not have any effect on our solution 
for the equations (2.11) and (2.12). Consider a boundary condition, Ou/&l =cl and ~u/&2 = c2, 
where c~ and c2 are constants. Clearly, there are harmonic functions, U(Xl,X2)=ClXl + c2x2 + c3 for 
an arbitrary constant c3, which satisfy the boundary condition. In this case # = 0, hence our solutions 
for (2.11) and (2.12) are invariant. 
Once, (2.1 1 ) and (2.12) are solved for q5 and if, respectively, we can evaluate Au on the boundary. 
We also obtain the data, ~2u/~t2 and 02u/OtOn by differentiating the boundary data in (1.1) along F. 
Then we can evaluate all stress tensor components in (1.2) on the boundary by using the formulas: 
Uxx = n~Au - 2n,n2u,,, - (n 2 - n])utt , 
Uxy = n ,n2Au + (n~ - n~)u. ,  - 2n,n2uu,  (3.3) 
Uyy = n2nzAu + 2nlnzu,, + (n~ - nZ)u,,, 
where n = (nl,n2). 
4. A Galerkin method 
Consider the space of smoothest 1-periodic splines of order r, S~, where quasi-uniform nodes, 
{to, h, . . . , tn} are distinct, to = 0 and tn = 1. The space S ° is the space of delta functions, S~ is the 
space of step functions and S~ is the space of linear splines. By means of the parametrization t-~ ~(t) 
of the curve F, we identify the functions on F with 1-periodic functions. Due to [3, 12, 1], we have 
the following standard approximation property: for any uEH ~, there is UhES~ such that 
Ilu - uh lb ( r )  che-'llull (r), (4.1) 
1 and h =maxo<.g<.n_l l tg+l  - ti[. where z~<fl~<r, z<r -  
Consider the strongly elliptic, invertible integral operator of order 7, i.e., 5 ~ :HS+~/2(F) 
Hs-#2(F),s>>-O, and assume its conjugate 5 a* : H~+';/2(F) ~ H~-'~/2(F),s>~O, is invertible. The 
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Galerkin method for the operator 5,0 on ~h r becomes: find Uh C ~[ such that 
( SeUh, Zh )r = ( ~U, Zh )r (4.2) 
for Uh ES~ and all zhES~. By a standard argument [9, 14] with Aubin-Nitsche lemma, we have the 
following convergence analysis for the approximate uh of u: 
I l uh  - nile(r) <<. Ch llulla( r ), (4.3) 
where 7<2r -  1 and ? -  r<.z<.7/2<.fl<.r. 
Example 1. Let us consider a biharmonic function u(x ,y)=x 3+ y3 on an ellipse: 
~(0) := (2 cos(2n0), sin(2n0)), 0~<0~<1. (4.4) 
Under this parametrization, the Eq. (2.11 ) becomes 
/o' )Fdp(t) =- H(t, s)dp(s) ds -- #(t), (4.5) 
where H(t,s):--H(~(t), ~(s)), qS(s):= and p(t) = p(7(t)). 
For simplicity of numerical computing, consider an evenly spaced nodes such that ti = ih, h = 1In. 
Then the Galerkin method on the delta function space for Eq. (4.5) is: find dPh(t):--h~j"__o ~ cjfj 
( t ) E S ° such that 
(~bh,  fi)t0,d =(/t,  6/)t0,1], i=0  . . . . .  n -  1, (4.6) 
where 6 j ( t )= 6( t -  t j )ES °. The above equation can be written more explicitly as 
n--I  
h~-~H(ti, tj)cj=p(ti), i - -0  . . . . .  n -  1. (4.7) 
j -0  
Since ~ is the integral operator of order -3 ,  by taking 3=-3  and f l=0  in Eq. (4.3), we have 
the convergence result for ~bh as follows: 
II 4,  - II--3 Ch3 II 4'11o" (4.8) 
Once ~bh is obtained, a postprocessing using the FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation), 
1 n--1 
q~h, FVT(t) := f K(t - S)q~h(S) ds = h ~ K(t - jh)cj, (4.9) 
J o  j=0 
will yield a much regular approximate solution that will maintain the same order of convergence as in 
(4.8) even in a higher order Sobolev norm when ~b is regular enough. Here K( t - s )  = [1 -eZnin(t-s)]/ 
[1 -e  z~('-~)] with i2= -1 ,  and note that dPh, FvT(jh)= Q. The postprocessing is necessary to evaluate 
A u on the boundary with a sufficient accuracy. 
Now, evaluate Au on the boundary, using the following formula. 
1/o' (Au)h(x) :---- -- ~ logl2 sin rift -- S)[~h, FFr(S ) ds 
h ~n-1 log ~(t)2-~(Jh) ~h, FFT(jh), (4.10) 
2n .~--~ 2 sin n(t - jh )  
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Table 1 
Numerical results for Example 1 at 0=0.1 and 0=0.3, respectively 
1/8 4.21692 -0.47500 10.03509 4.80699 -0.14611 -3.73194 
1/16 3.51939 0.00504 9.70474 5.67289 -0.00543 -3.70909 
1/32 3.51796 0.00602 9.70406 5.70918 0.00046 -3.70813 
1/64 3.52521 0.00104 9.70749 5.70706 0.00012 -3,70818 
1/128 3.52650 0.00015 9.70810 5.70645 0.00002 -3.70820 
1/256 3.52668 0.00002 9.70819 5.70635 0.00000 -3.70820 
Exact 3.52671 0.00000 9.70820 5.70634 0.00000 -3,70820 
where x= ~(t). The first integral of the right-hand side of the above equation can be evaluated 
exactly. Then by using the formulas (3.3) and (1.2), we evaluate "Cxx, "Cxy and ryy, respectively. 
Table 1 presents the corresponding numerical results. 
Example 2. Consider a Galerkin method for Eq. (2.12). We consider the same parametrization a d 
biharmonic function as in Example 1, and we consider a Galerkin method on the delta function 
space, as well. 
The parametrized equation for (2.12) will be 
- f ' -   O(t) = H( t , s )O(s )  ds  = (4.11) 
where H(t ,s) :=H(e(t ) ,  e(s)), 0 (s ) := and /t(t):= #(7(t)). The Galerkin method is: 
find 0h(t):= h Z]=-~ djf j(t) such that 
n-1  
h E H(ti, tj ) dj = ll(ti ), 
j=o 
i=O, . . . ,n  - 1. (4.12) 
m 
Since ~ is the integral operator of order -2 ,  by taking r =-  2 and/~ = 0 in Eq. (4.3), we have 
the convergence r sult for 0h as 
II0 - 0hll-2 ch2110110. (4.13) 
We also need ~h.VFT for the evaluation of Au on the boundary: 
1 ~h, FTT(t) n-1 ?g(x -- ~(jh)) z . . . .  
(Au)h(x).-- 2 I~'(t)------~ + h ~ -0~ Illh'FVy(Jn)' (4.14) 
j=0 
where x = c~(t). Table 2 presents the related numerical results. In both examples, we were able to 
observe that the order of convergence matches well with the one expected in the theory. 
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Table 2 
Numerical results for Example 2 at 0 = 0.1 and 0= 0.3 
273 
h rxx z~,. Zyy rxx z v. r,y 
1/8 3.85799 -0.22799 9.86510 4.98050 -0.11792 -3.72736 
1/16 3.39108 0.09334 9.64397 5.47821 -0.03706 -3.71423 
1/32 3.48377 0.02955 9.68787 5.64580 -0.00984 -3.70980 
1/64 3.51611 0.00730 9.70318 5.69005 -0.00265 -3.70863 
1/128 3.52416 0.00175 9.70700 5.70206 0.00070 -3.70831 
1/256 3.52609 0.00043 9.70791 5.70524 0.00018 -3.70823 
Exact 3.52671 0.00000 9.70820 5.70634 0.00000 -3.70820 
5. Remark on evaluation of kernels for the operators 
In practical implementation of the methods we need to integrate numerically boundary integrals 
contained in the kernels of ~ and ~.  For the numerical experiments in this paper, we use the 
subtraction of singularities, followed by the trapezoidal quadrature. 
Let us remember that 
H(x,z) = ½G(x-z)+ fr 63G -~ny( x -  Y)g(Y - z )dSv  - Jr G(x - y) ~gny(Y -z )dSy,  
and 
zEF, 
1 63G OG Og 
H(x ,z )=~n (X -Z)+ fr -~yny(X - y)-~znz(y - z )  dSy- fr  G(x - y)~O2g ~,, - z)dS,., zE F. 
In the evaluation H(x,z), since Og/Ony(X - y) is smooth, the first integrand must be taken care of. 
oo 
-~n (X - y)g(y - z) dSy 
1 t 1 63G _~(t)-_~(r) 
= 2-~Jo ~ny (x -  y) log 2s in r t ( t -  r) I~'(r)ldr 
( (x oo ) Aw~ 1 k63ny  - -  y)[a'(r) l -  ~--n (x-z) le ' ( t ) l  l og l2s inn( t -  , ) [dr  (5.1) 
since f2 logl2 sin n(t - z)[ dr = 0. Here y = e(r) and z = ~(t). Then, the right hand side integrands 
of Eq. (5.1) are enough smooth periodic functions, and the trapezoidal rule at the quadrature points 
ti = ih, h = 1In as in Section 4, works for the integrands. 
In the evaluation H(x,z), we concentrate on the hypersingular term, (632g/63n:63ny)(y - z ) .  Firstly, 
note that fr (632g/63nz63nv)(Y - z) dSy = 0. Then 
6329 f 632g ( 
Y) (y - z)dSv= l (G(x - y) - G(x - z ) )~,y  - z)dSr. (5.2) f G(x 
Jr onzonv 
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Now, 
029 1 ~'(t). Vz G(x - z) 
(G(x - y) - G(x - z ) )~(y  - z) = - 2 [~'(t)[ 2 cot(rifT - t)) +K(x,y ,z) ,  
where K(x,y,z)  is smoother, and z = ~(t) and y = ~(~). Since f01 cot rc ( r -  t )d r  =0 for all t, and 
n 
h ~ cot rt(ri - t) = 0 
i=1 
for t = ti -- ih and zi = ih+h/2 by the anti-symmetry of the cot function. Then applying the trapezoidal 
rule with a mid-point abscissa for the second integral of  the Eq. (5.2) will work well. 
Of course, for higher order Galerkin methods, we will need more sophisticated quadrature methods 
such as product quadrature methods. 
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